AbstractÐSeveral medium access control (MAC) schemes have been developed for dual-bus networks such as DQDB [8], Fasnet [10], CRMA [12] , and Simple [9]. However, how to guarantee the timely delivery of isochronous (real-time) messages with hard deadline constraints is one of the open issues yet to be solved. In [5], we laid a formal basis for allocating prearbitrated slots to isochronous message streams in dual-bus networks and devised a slot allocation scheme to statically establish a set of isochronous message streams at system initialization. In this paper, we complement our work in [5] and propose, with the necessary theoretical base established, a dynamic message stream setup and tear-down scheme for dual-bus networks. The resulting channel establishment and termination procedures are simple and can be easily implemented in dual-bus networks.
INTRODUCTION
THE problem of guaranteeing the timely delivery of messages has drawn considerable attention, especially in the areas of voice/ video data transmission over a data network and message communication in an embedded real-time system. The temporal QoS guarantees required in both applications are not possible without a network architecture/protocol that supports the timely and predictable delivery of messages. This paper addresses the issue of dynamic channel establishment (setup) and termination (tear-down) in dual-bus networks.
The dual-bus network configuration under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 . The network consists of two unidirectional buses running in opposite directions. Every station is connected to both buses by active or passive taps which enable transmission on each bus. Data transmission on both buses is slotted. The slot generator at the head of each bus is responsible for generating empty slots and transporting them ªdownstreamº and for preassigning sufficient empty slots to isochronous message streams to ensure their timely delivery. (Although Fig. 1 shows slot generators as separate functional units, the slot generation function can be embedded in the stations at the two ends of the network.) Each slot contains an Access Control Field (ACF) and a payload. There are three fields in ACF that are of particular interest: 1) the busy bit, which indicates whether or not the slot is empty, 2) the real-time bit (or termed as the prearbitration (PA) bit), which indicates whether or not the slot has been preassigned by the slot generator to some isochronous message stream, and 3) the virtual circuit identifier (VCI), which indicates which isochronous message stream the slot is assigned to if the real-time bit is set. Note that the slotted dualbus network configuration described above is general enough to accommodate several medium access control (MAC) schemes, e.g., Simple [9] , Fasnet [10] , CRMA [12] , and DQDB [8] .
Many MAC schemes have been developed for non-real-time traffic in dual-bus networks to prevent starvation and ensure some degree of fairness. However, not much research has been done to provide the timely delivery service for real-time traffic. The only protocol specification for providing timely delivery service as loosely defined in the IEEE 802.6 standard [8] , [7] (and well-suited for other dual-bus MAC protocols) is: A centralized bandwidth (slot) allocation approach is used in which the bandwidth manager and VCI server (BMVS) resides in the slot generator and is responsible for managing/allocating bandwidth. A source station with an isochronous message stream sends a call setup request to BMVS via non-real-time slots. If BMVS grants the call setup request, it assigns a unique VCI to the message stream and conveys the information to the source and destination stations via non-realtime slots. BMVS will henceforth reserve empty real-time slots by setting their VCI fields to the VCI numbers of appropriate isochronous message streams. After being notified by BMVS, the station with an isochronous message stream then watches for the real-time slots with the appropriate VCI number and transmits its isochronous messages using those slots.
To ensure that BMVS properly allocates real-time slots to isochronous message streams, we laid a formal basis and devised an effective slot allocation scheme in [5] for statically allocating real-time slots to a set of isochronous message streams in a dualbus network to ensure their timely delivery as long as the message stream set satisfies a certain schedulability condition. The issue that is not addressed in [5] is that of dynamically establishing and terminating real-time message streams as call setup and call clear requests arrive, respectively. In this paper, we complement our work in [5] and address this issue. We demonstrate that the static scheme, despite its simplicity and effectiveness, cannot be directly applied to handle dynamic message stream setup and tear-down requests for real-time message streams. We then propose a dynamic slot allocation scheme to handle the dynamic case. We establish the theoretical base of, and formally prove the correctness of, the dynamic message stream setup and teardown procedures. We also address the implementation issues and show that the proposed scheme is simple (although the underlying theoretical basis is complicated) and can be easily implemented in dual-bus networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: For the paper to be self-contained, we summarize the message model, the slot allocation problem, and the (static) slot allocation scheme proposed in [5] in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the proposed dynamic slot allocation scheme which handles dynamic real-time message stream setup and tear-down. In Section 4, we prove several properties of the proposed dynamic slot allocation scheme and establish the correctness of the proposed scheme. The paper concludes with Section 5.
ISOCHRONOUS SLOT ALLOCATION IN DUAL-BUS NETWORKS

Message Model
We use a message model similar to the rY Esmooth traffic model [4] in which each message stream w i is described by a 2-tuple .
g i is the maximum number of packets in w i that can arrive in any time interval of length h i . . h i is the relative transmission deadline (or simply, the deadline) for the messages in w i , i.e., if a message of w i arrives at time t, then it must be transmitted by time t h i . This model is, in fact, a generalization of two commonly used real-time traffic models: the peak-rate model and the linear bounded model [3] . The interested reader is referred to [5] for a detailed account, and a comparison of, the three message models. We assume that timing parameters are expressed in slots (cells) and message arrivals are aligned with the beginnings of slots.
1 Therefore, it takes one unit of time (i.e., one slot) to transmit one unit of message (i.e., one cell). We will call the time interval t À IY t the tth (time) slot (or simply, slot t). We also define the message density of a message stream w i as &w i g i ah i and the total message density of a set of message streams, w fw I Y w P Y F F F Y w n g, as &w n iI &w i n iI g i h i X
Slot Allocation Problem
Problem 1 (Slot Allocation Problem). Given a set of real-time message streams w fw i g i Y h i j I i ng, allocate the PA slots in such a way that each real-time message stream w i is guaranteed to transmit each of its messages before the message deadline h i . That is, if a message of w i arrives at time t, enough slots must be allocated for w i during time interval tY t h i for the timely transmission of the message.
Note that, in the message model, the exact time when a message in a real-time message stream w i arrives and the size of the message are not known a priori. Hence, one way for BMVS to ensure that all messages can be transmitted before their deadlines is to assign the PA slots in such a way that the following criterion is satisfied for all i.
Criterion A. There are at least g i slots assigned to w i for any time window of size h i .
Consider, for example, Fig. 2 , where two possible PA slot allocation patterns for a real-time message stream w i with g i P and h i T are shown. The PA slot allocation patterns in Fig. 2a do not satisfy Criterion A for w i , and a message of w i which arrives at time t, for I t S, cannot meet its delivery deadline t h i . In  Fig. 2b , the PA slots are allocated so that Criterion A is satisfied, and all messages in w i can meet their delivery deadlines regardless of their arrival times and sizes.
The slot allocation problem defined above is static in the sense that the set of real-time message streams is fixed and known at system initialization and no streams are established or terminated after the system is initialized. If real-time message streams are to be dynamically set up and torn down after system initialization, the problem becomes a dynamic one. In what follows, we first summarize the static slot allocation scheme proposed in [5] and then present our dynamic slot allocation scheme.
Static Slot Allocation Scheme
We devised in [5] an on-line slot allocator, called SlotAllocator, which generates, for a given set of real-time message streams, w fw i g i Y h i j I i ng, a slot allocation schedule that satisfies Criterion A for all i as long as h i divides h j for all i`j and &w I.
Succinctly, SlotAllocator uses the well-known rate-monotonic scheduling algorithm [11] and treats g i as the computation time and h i as the period of a task. It assigns priorities to real-time message streams so that the message streams with tighter deadlines get higher priorities, i.e., if h i`hj , then w i has a higher priority than w j (ties are broken arbitrarily). After the system is initialized, SlotAllocator will assign g i slots to each real-time message stream w i during each time period j À I Á h i Y j Á h i , for all I i n and all j ! I. This is done by assigning the current slot, say t À IY t, to the real-time message stream with the highest priority among all the active real-time message streams, where an active message stream w i is one whose slot requirement with respect to its current time period is unfulfilled, i.e., from time j À I Á h i to time t À I, there are less than g i slots assigned to w i , where j À I Á h i t À I`j Á h i , for some integer j. We proved in [5] the correctness of SlotAllocator: Theorem 1. For a set of real-time message streams, w fw i g i Y h i j I i ng, if h i divides h j for all i`j and &w I, SlotAllocator will allocate g i slots to w i in any time window of size h i slots, for all i. 1. We discussed in [5] how to calculate the effective message sizes and deadlines in slot times if either condition does not hold. For an arbitrary set of real-time message streams,
does not necessarily consist solely of multiples (i.e., h H i divides h H j may not be true for all i`j), we first use the specialization operation [2] , [6] to transform the arbitrary message set w H to another message set w fw i g i Y h i j I i ng, in which the specialized deadline constraint set h fh I Y h P Y F F F Y h n g consists solely of multiples and h i h H i for all i. Specifically, we find a h i for each h
jI Ph i , for some integer j ! H, where x is an integer P h H I aPY h H I that results in the minimum total density increase. This operation is called specializing h H (w H ) with respect to fxg. For example, given a deadline constraint set h H fRY UY VY IQY PRY PVg, if the specialization factor x R, the set after specialization is fRY RY VY VY ITY ITg; if the specialization factor x Q, the set after specialization is fQY TY TY IPY PRY PRg. Since D is more restricted than h H , if we find a slot allocation schedule that satisfies Criterion A for M, then the schedule also satisfies Criterion A for the original message set w H . In summary, given a set of arbitrary real-time message streams w H fw
H i j I i ng, we first specialize w H into another set w fw i g i Y h i j I i ng with a deadline constraint set D which consists solely of multiples. If the total message density &w of the message set after specialization is less than or equal to 1, then (by Theorem 1) SlotAllocator can generate a feasible slot allocation schedule for M and, since M is more restricted than w H , the schedule generated for M is also a feasible schedule for w H . The static slot allocation scheme has a time complexity of yn per slot generated. Moreover, as long as the total message density &w after specialization is less than or equal to 1, the deadline constraints of all the message streams can be guaranteed. We use the following example to illustrate how the static slot allocation scheme operates. 
DYNAMIC MESSAGE STREAM SETUP AND TEAR-DOWN
The static scheme, despite its simplicity and effectiveness, cannot be directly applied to handle dynamic message stream setup and tear-down requests. To demonstrate this, we give the following example, which shows that, given an existing message set M and a new message stream w x to be established, Criterion A cannot be fulfilled if we simply apply the static scheme to generate a new schedule for w fw x g upon receipt of the call setup request for w x and use the new schedule henceforth. Note that Criterion A cannot be fulfilled no matter from which slot the new schedule is used. Example 2. Consider a set of existing real-time message streams,
Since D consists solely of multiples, there is no need to specialize D and the schedule generated for M is depicted in Fig. 4a . (Note that the schedule repeats every 32 slots.) Now, if a new message stream w V IY P is to be established, the new schedule generated for w fw V g using the static slot allocation scheme is depicted in Fig. 4b . One can readily verify that no matter when we start to allocate slots according to the new schedule, the temporal guarantee of at least one message stream cannot be fulfilled. For example, if we start to allocate slots according to the new schedule at the QPi jth slot (i !
In what follows, we propose a dynamic slot allocation scheme. We will use w H to denote the set of existing real-time message streams and M the message set after specializing w H with respect to {2}, i.e., h i P
to be established with respect to {2} to get a more restricted deadline h x . Note, however, that the dynamic slot allocation scheme discussed in this paper can be extended to the case in which the specialization operation is performed with respect to fxg for x T P.
At system initialization and during system operation, we artificially add and maintain one null message stream, w i g i Y h i , where g i ah i I À n iI g i ah i . Note that, since h i is a power of 2 for all i, so is h i . We assume that the current existing message set M (w H ) at system initialization is empty. Therefore, initially, g i ah i I and we set g i h i I. During system operation, the slots assigned to the null message stream w i will be used to transmit regular (non-real-time) messages. When a call setup request is accepted, some of the slots originally assigned to w i will be assigned to the new message stream. When a call clear request arrives, the slots originally assigned to the terminated message stream will be assigned to a new null message stream which will then be combined with the existing null message stream into one to facilitate future establishment of message streams.
Message Stream Decomposition
To facilitate the message stream setup and tear-down operations, we decompose each message stream (including the null message stream) into a set of message substreams and assign slots to substreams, instead of streams. Specifically, for each message stream w i g i Y h i (including the null stream w i ), the message density g i ah i can be expressed as
where m i log P h i , h ij P j , and g ij H or 1, for H j m i . We then decompose w i into a set of message substreams w i fw ij g ij Y h ij j H j m i nd g ij T Hg. We call g ij and h ij the slot requirement and deadline (constraint) of substream w ij , respectively. It is easy to see that the decomposition is unique, and the binary representation of g i ah i , i.e., Xg iI g iP Á Á Á g imi if g i ah i`I , or 1 otherwise, can be used to denote the set of decomposed substreams of w i . That is, we can alternatively write w i Xg iI g iP Á Á Á g imi if g i ah i`I or w i I if g i ah i I. Initially, we have w i fIY Ig I. Example 3. Suppose at a certain time t, there are three real-time message streams, w I IY R, w P QY IT, and w Q UY IT, in a dual-bus network. The null message stream is w i IY V (note that g i ah i I À g I ah I g P ah P g Q ah Q IaV). The sets of decomposed substreams of these four message streams are
It is easy to see that if we can assign the PA slots in such a way that, for each j, at least one slot is assigned to substream w ij IY h ij in any time window of size h ij P j , then Criterion A is satisfied for message stream w i since mi jH h i Á gij hij g i . Note that the requirement that ªin any time window of size h ij P j , at least one slot is assigned to substream w ij IY h ij º is equivalent to ªtwo consecutive slots, say slots t I and t P , assigned to w ij must satisfy that t P À t I h ij .º That is, Criterion A actually imposes a (temporal) distance constraint [6] on the slots assigned to each substream. Our dynamic slot allocation scheme is then to (on-line) allocate slots for all the message substreams to satisfy their distance constraints.
The Proposed Dynamic Slot Allocation Scheme
We configure the functions of the dynamic slot allocation scheme into two daemons: the dynamic slot manager daemon, DYNMGR, and the dynamic slot allocator daemon, DYNALO. In addition, there is a FIFO pipe, REQ, from DYNMGR to DYNALO. DYNMGR is responsible for gathering and processing the information regarding the real-time message streams and for mapping a unique VCI number to each real-time message stream (Fig. 5) . DYNMGR passes the call setup or clear requests to DYNALO via REQ. DYNALO is responsible for on-line assigning slots (to existing message streams) and for invoking the channel establishment/ termination procedures to establish a new slot schedule in response to call setup/teardown requests passed on from DYNMGR.
The DYNALO daemon is depicted in Fig. 6 . DYNALO maintains the existing substreams (including null substreams) in a set T. Each element in T corresponds to an existing substream, w ij IY h ij , and consists of a three-tuple eY hY , where where e is the next slot to be assigned to substream w ij , h h ij is the deadline of w ij , and is the VCI number assigned to message stream w i (w H i ). We use Xe, Xh, and X to denote the current values of e, h, and of the element , respectively.
Upon system initialization, there is no real-time message stream, and the set T consists of a single null substream IY IY HH i HH . The vector eY is initially cleared to HY H, implying that the slot assignment should be made according to T. As will be elaborated on later (in Procedures merge and swap in Section 3.4), if Xe T H, DYNALO will assign the slot Xe to the message stream with VCI number X , no matter to which substream slot Xe is currently assigned in T. The assignment made according to is termed a reservation assignment.
Let t be the slot to be assigned next. During system operation, there are two major operations performed in each slot time: 1) Assign the next slot (lines 4-12) and 2) if the system is not in the reservation assignment mode, merge (if any) null substreams of the same deadline constraint (lines 16-23) or process the request (if any) at the head of REQ. Under ªnormalº slot assignment, DYNALO will assign one slot to each substream (excluding the null substream) P exactly every Xh slots. DYNALO does so by assigning slot t to the message stream with VCI number X , where is the element in T with Xe t, and setting Xe to Xe Xh (i.e., setting the next slot to be assigned to substream to t Xh, lines 4-8). On the other hand, under reservation assignment (i.e., Xe t), DYNALO will assign slot t to the message stream with VCI number X and then reset to HY H to declare that a reservation assignment has been made (lines 9-12).
We will show in Section 4 (Theorem 2) that, at any time during system operation, Xe ! t for all P and either Xe t or Xe t for exactly one P , where t is the slot to be assigned next. We will also show that DYNALO will assign (at least) one slot to each substream (excluding null substreams) P in every Xh consecutive slots during the lifetime of substream . Consequently, for each message stream w i (w After assigning a slot, if the system is not in the reservation assignment mode, DYNALO either merges null substreams or checks the FIFO pipe REQ and takes necessary actions (lines 13-23). If Xe T H, DYNALO will not process any request in REQ or merge any null substreams (the reason for which will be given below). If Xe H but there exists more than one null substream in T with the same deadline constraint (i.e., there exist I and P in T such that I X P X HH i HH and I Xh P Xh), DYNALO invokes procedure merge to merge the null substreams with the same deadline constraint. Otherwise, DYNALO processes the request at the head of REQ. We now present the channel establishment and termination procedures (i.e., Procedures tear-down, merge, and swap) in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
Channel Establishment Procedures
The channel establishment procedures are outlined in Fig. 7 . Given the set of substreams X I P Á Á Á k of a new message stream w x g x Y h x with VCI number v, we assign null substreams to the substreams in S one-by-one (note that a substream in S is one with i T H), starting with the substream that has the largest deadline constraint in S. If there exists a null substream whose deadline constraint is the same as the deadline constraint, say d P j , of the substream currently under consideration, we assign this null substream to the new substream by changing its field from ªiº to v. Otherwise, the procedures get_subchannel and split are (possibly recursively) invoked to split a null substream with deadline d H P l`d P j into a set of null substreams with deadlines P lI Y P lP Y F F F Y P j Y P j (note that two of the split null substreams will have a deadline constraint P j ). We then assign one of the null substreams with deadline constraint P j to the new substream by changing its field from ªiº to v.
To obtain a null substream with deadline constraint d, Procedure get_subchannel checks if there exists a null substream with deadline constraint daP. If not, Procedure get_subchannel recursively calls itself until a null substream with deadline constraint daP is obtained. Procedure get_subchannel then invokes Procedure split to split a null substream with deadline daP into two null substreams with deadline d. Procedure split works as follows: Let Y dY HH i HH be the null substream to be split. The slots that will be assigned to are slots Y dY PdY QdY Á Á Á . We partition these slots into two sets fY PdY RdY Á Á Ág and f dY QdY SdY Á Á Ág by 1) changing from Y dY HH i HH to Y PdY HH i HH , and 2) inserting a new substream element dY PdY HH i HH into T. It is easy to see that none of these operations (procedures) will deprive any existing message (sub)streams of their distance constraint guarantees. Moreover, after the new message stream w x g x Y h x is established, it will be assigned (at least) g x slots during each time window sY s h x (i.e., from slot s I to slot s h x ) of size h x slots, for all s ! t (until w x is terminated), where t is the current slot when w x is established.
Channel Termination Procedures
The channel termination procedures are outlined in Fig. 8 . When an existing message stream w i g i Y h i with VCI number v is to be terminated, we relabel all the substreams of the terminated message stream as null ones (Procedure tear-down) and merge null substreams with the same deadline constraint (Procedure merge).
Procedure merge works as follows: We first check if Xe H. If Xe H, we merge two null substreams, starting with the two that have the largest deadline constraint, and progress in a backward manner until we finish merging null substreams or until Xe is set to a nonzero value, whichever occurs first. Although Procedure merge is conceptually the inverse operation of Procedures get_subchannel and split, it is slightly more complicated than Procedures get_subchannel and split, due to the fact that two substreams of the same deadline constraint d cannot be arbitrarily combined into one with deadline constraint daP. If the relative spacing of the slots assigned to the two null substreams does not conform to the ªcorrectº spacing of slots assigned to a null substream with deadline constraint daP, the two substreams cannot be directly merged.
Specifically, to combine two null substreams I and P with deadline constraint I Xh P Xh d into one with deadline constraint daP, we first check the relative spacing of the slots assigned to I and P . Without loss of generality, we assume that I Xe x Á d` P Xe y Á d I Xe x Á d daP, for some integers x and y. (Spacing adjustment needed in the other case can be similarly devised.) If P Xe y Á d I Xe x Á d daP (as shown in Fig. 9a) , the relative spacing of the slots assigned to I and P conforms to that assigned to a substream with deadline constraint daP, and I and P can be readily combined into one such null substream without any spacing adjustment. Without loss of generality, we further assume I Xe` P Xe. (The operations needed in the case of I Xe b P Xe can be similarly devised.) We change I from I Y dY HH i HH to I Y daPY HH i HH and delete P from T. On the other hand, if P Xe y Á d` I Xe x Á d daP (as shown in Fig. 9b ), these two substreams cannot be readily combined since their composite set of slots does not constitute a substream with deadline constraint daP. Instead, we should adjust the positions of the slots allocated to P before merging I and P . This is done by Procedure swap which ªswapsº P with the substream(s) to which the slots I Xe j Á d daP, for all j, are assigned. Specifically, let H be the substream to which slot I Xe x Á d daP j Á d, for some integer j, is originally assigned. (We will formally prove, in Section 4, that this substream H always has H Xh b d.) The swap operation is performed in the following manner: Slot P Xe y Á d j Á d will now be assigned to H and slot I Xe x Á d daP j Á d will be assigned to P , for every j suc h tha t P Xe y Á d j Á d b t. Fig. 9c shows the slot schedule after the swap operation is performed on Fig. 9b .
Procedure swap works as follows: Let be the null substream to be swapped with the substream(s) to which slots p j Á Xh, for all j, are originally assigned. (Note that there may be more than one substream with which the null substream will be swapped.) Set Á p À Xe mod Xh, i.e., set Á to be the difference between the original next slot to be assigned to and the new next slot to be assigned to , and let H be a substream such that H Xe p k Á Xh, for some integer k. The swap operation assigns to H the slots that are originally assigned to the null substream , i.e., slots Theorem 2. During system operation, i.e., at any time (slot) t b H during the execution of DYNALO (Fig. 6) , the following properties are always true (i.e., I1 and I2 are loop invariants): I1.) Xe ! t for all P and I2.) for all t H ! t, either Xe t H or there is exactly one element P such that Xe j Á Xh t H , for some j ! H.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on t or, more precisely, on the number of iterations of the do-loop in Fig. 6 (lines 3-25 ). Induction Base: Before the first iteration of the do-loop (t I), f IY IY HH i HH g and HY H. It is easy to check that I1 and I2 are true.
Induction Hypothesis: Suppose the theorem is true after the s À Ith iteration of the do-loop.
Induction
Step: In the sth iteration of the do-loop (during this iteration t s), if Xe t, slot t will be assigned to the substream with VCI number X and will be reset to HY H. If Xe T t, by induction hypothesis, there is exactly one P such that Xe t. Moreover, slot t will be assigned to substream and Xe will be set to Xe Xh. By induction hypothesis, it is easy to check that the invariants still hold after slot t is assigned in both cases. Now, we consider the effect of processing the requests in REQ. There are two cases to be discussed.
Case 1: Suppose the head element in REQ is a call setup request for a new message stream. DYNALO will call the channel establishment procedures (Fig. 7) to set up the new message stream. If, for every substream to be established, there exists a null substream with the same deadline constraint, then we will simply change the fields of those null substreams to the VCI number of the new message stream. It is obvious that I1 and I2 still hold after the relabeling.
On the other hand, if, for some substream with deadline constraint Pd, there does not exist a null substream with the same deadline constraint, Procedure split must be invoked to split a null substream, , with deadline constraint Xh d into two null substreams with deadline constraint Pd. From the description of the DYNALO daemon (lines 4-8 in Fig. 6 ) and the induction hypothesis, we know that the set of slots that will be exclusively assigned to before the split operation is f XeY Xe dY Xe PdY Xe QdY Á Á Ág. Procedure split decomposes this set into two sets, f XeY Xe PdY Xe RdY Á Á Ág and f Xe dY Xe QdY Xe SdY Á Á Ág, each of which is exclusively assigned to a null substream with deadline constraint Pd. It is again obvious that the invariants I1 and I2 still hold after the split operation. Then, as discussed above, assigning null substreams to a new message stream will not change the invariants I1 and I2.
Case 2: Suppose the head element in REQ is a call clear request for an existing message stream. DYNALO will call the channel termination procedures (Fig. 8) to tear down the message stream. First, Procedure tear-down relabels the substreams of the terminated message stream as null ones. It is obvious that invariants I1 and I2 still hold after the invocation of Procedure tear-down. Second, Procedure merge is invoked to combine two null substreams, I and P , with deadline constraint I Xh P Xh d into one null substream with deadline constraint daP. All the steps in Procedure merge obviously preserve the invariants except, perhaps, for those in Procedure swap. Without loss of generality, we assume that I Xe x Á d` P Xe y Á d` I Xe x Á d daP, for some integers x and y (the other case can be similarly argued). In thisUnder the assumption that I Xe x Á d` P Xe y Á d I Xe x Á d daP (see line 12 in Fig. 8) , where d I Xh P Xh, we have Xe À t Á I Xe P XhaP À P Xe mod P Xh P XhaP À IX After slot Xe is passed and assigned, the system can then proceed to combine another two null substreams (one of which is due to the termination of w i ) of tighter deadline constraint or process pending call requests. Therefore, the transition period is at most of length h imi P À I h imiÀI P À I Á Á Á h iI P À I mi jI h ij P À I h i À log P h i X t u
CONCLUSIONS
We complement our work in [5] and address the issue of dynamically establishing and terminating real-time message streams in dual-bus networks. In response to a call setup request for a new real-time message stream, the proposed scheme can 1) easily verify whether or not the new message stream can be feasibly established by a simple schedulability check and 2) establish a new feasible slot allocation schedule without violating the timing guarantee to other existing real-time message streams, if such a new schedule exists. In response to a call clear request for an existing message stream, the proposed scheme tears down the message stream and merges its corresponding substreams with the existing null ones to facilitate future channel establishment. Another feature of the proposed scheme is that a new message stream can be immediately set up without any delay if the corresponding call setup request does not arrive during a transition period. If the call setup request arrives during a transition period that results from a message stream with deadline constraint h i being terminated, we formally prove that the request will be pending in the worst case for less than h i slots. 2 All the merits (e.g., efficient setup and tear-down procedures, simple schedulability check, easy implementation, and little message stream setup delay) make it attractive to incorporate the proposed dynamic slot allocation scheme into dual-bus networks. The proposed dynamic slot allocation schemes can also be incorporated into other LANs/ MANs in which data transmission is slotted and arbitrated by a centralized slot generator/scheduler.
